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Norwegian Ship
This report, a grim backdrop for the shipping articles starting on page 37, was prepared by Samuel B. Lyons of TIME INc.'s
Washington Office and Deborah Calkins of
FoRTUNE's staff. Both are close observers of
Norwegian affairs. Here they tell the complete story of Norway's heroic merchant
fleet-without which the Battle of the
Atlantic might already have been lost.

Foreign Minister with the German demands. By seven the Royal Family, the
Starting, and most of the Cabinet were on
the way to Hamar, a town about ioo miles
from Oslo. Four Cabinet officers remaining in Oslo received a second ultimatum,
delivered with the threat of bombing attack unless the city were surrendered before
nine. By eleven o'clock word came that the
resistance around Oslo .c ould no longer
N THE afternoon of April 9, 1940, the hold out and by eleven-thirty the capital
masters of the ocean-going ships of surrendered.
the Norwegian merchant fleet received
It was during the northward fighting
radio instructions direct from Oslo: "All retreat of the Norwegian Army, during
Norwegian ships will proceed at once to the desperate evacuation of Oslo and atNorwegian or neutral ports." On the heels tacked cities, and while King and governof the message from the invading Germans ment were being harried from villlage to
came a second, this time from London: village by German bombers, that the plans
"Norwegian ships will proceed with all for saving the merchant fleet were impropossible speed to British or Allied ports." vised. Among those who escaped from Oslo
In the China seas, off the Panama Canal, and set off over the mountains to find his
off the French coast, in the Pacific, in the government was 6ivind Lorentzen, warAtlantic, at Antwerp, in the North Sea, time Director of Shipping. By April 16
Norwegiancaptains scratched their heads- most of the government, one step ahead
and made their choice. A thousand masters, of the Germans, managed to meet at a
all those outside occupied ports, command- small mountain guesthouse. There on April
ing nearly 3,. 800,000 gross tons of shipping, 22 the government issued a decree requisiwithout exception obeyed the London call. tioning the merchant fleet and named Mr.
Thus about 80 per cent ·Of the Norwegian Lorentzen to represent the government in
merchant fleet, the fastest, the most mod- managing the fleet. Twenty-four hours later
em, and the fourth largest in the world, was he was aboard a British cruiser on his way
saved from German seizure. It was the big- to England.
gest prize of the oceans, then or since.
In London Mr. Lorentzen found confu-- Toda}'. thil..J!eet-or~~ left of _it _ si~n a_D.d bew!~ent. Norwar, b~d b~en
-is Britain's most vita support, tfie o. 2 cut o a most completely fromt 1e world
factor, in the Battle of the Atlantic. How during the events of the preceding fortthe fleet was saved, how it was reorganized, night. But the Norwegian Minister in
what it has done, and what it is still doing London and shipping and commercial repis one of th1e great chronicles of maritime resentatives there had already made a start.
history. No less than 37 per cent-1,800,000 They had rented offices and formed what
tons-of the shipping Norway had when now operates as the largest and certainly
war broke out in 1939 is gone, sunk or the strangest shipping organization in the
captured. But the ships that remain and world-The Norwegian Shipping arnd Trade
the 25,000 men who man them are the Mission-familiarly known by its cable addecisive force in Britain's battle to survive. dress, Nortraship.
The story starts with the men who owned
HE Mission began operation under fanand directed the merchant fleet. It was
tastic handicaps. It estimated that there
characteristic of democratic Norway that
in the entire shipping business there were must be a thousand ships somewhere on the
not more than half a dozen shipping com- seven seas or in foreign ports, manned by
panies that owned over 100,000 tons; not 25,000 men. Without papers, records, or
more than a dozen that controlled upwards contact with the owners in Norway, it
of 50,000. A great many owners had from did not know where the ships were, where
one to four ships; there were indeed nearly they were bound, or even just how many
500 separate manager owners and compa- there were. Meantime, German rndio and
nies in the Norwegian shipping business. German consuls continued their untiring
Their offices, staffed by a total of approxi- pressure to get the masters to capitulate.
mately 5,000 men, were situated in the Some of the ships were threatened with
seizure in neutral ports, prize crews had
ports of Norway.
The history of the Norwegian invasion been put aboard others. The fall of France
is too well known to need repeating, but brought new problems that are stiill to be
the speed with which it moved should be resolved, since a large tonnage had been
remembered. Less than l per cent of the chartered to the French.
First, however, came the problem of orowners and 1their staffs escaped the German
ganization. From Norway, from Sweden,
pounce.
It was midnight of April 8-9 when the and from Denmark, a few shipping~ experts
· Oslo sirens screamed and the blackout escaped, each with his own dramatic story,
came. At five on the morning of the ninth to join the nucleus of the Mission. Some of
the German Ambassador called on the them skied alone, over the mountains, to the
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shore, where they were picked up by British
ships. One of Nortraship's present officials
left occupied Denmark by rowboat, covering himself and the rowboat with sheets so
that to the German searchlights he looked
like another ice floe.
While the fighting was still going on and
the King was still in Norway, the Royal
Norwegian Government issued a new decree
to replace the emergency pronouncement
of April 22. In the first paragraph of this
decree is the provision: "All ships registered
in Norway are considered requisitioned by
the Norwegian Government, who hereby
take over the right to use the ships." And
a part of the decree provided for compensation to the owners in the future . The
fact was thus established that the government assumed only the right to use the
ships-and fully recognized the continued
rights of the owners in occupied territory
and helpless to act for themselves.
Within a few weeks the Norwegian fleet
was starting to sea again. The Norwegian
Consul General and Norwegian ship operators in New York were asked to form a
temporary committee, which was soon superseded by a permanent office. Other Nortraship offices were set up in San Francisco
and the principal Canadian ports.
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ROM the moment of invasion it was
clear that the Norwegian merchant fleet
was not only the sole remaining asseLof the
government but the one effective fighting
arm by which Norway could continue the
struggle for freedom. In the period immediately before the war some 30 per cent of
the Norwegian fleet had sailed under British charter. After war was declared Norway,
to preserve strict neutrality, held the number chartered to Britain to approximately
the same percentage. After the establishment of the Norwegian Government-in-exile in London, Norway as a full belligerent
threw full support to her allies. Under a
new agreement the percentage of Norwegian ships operating on time charter under
control and direction of the British Ministry of Shipping was enormously increased.
Such ships in the war zone are said to be
"schemed." The "scheme" embraced all
Norse ships formerly trading in the Mediterranean, to the European continent, to
Scandinavian ports, and all tramps in
United Kingdom ports. It was further increased, as need required, until as of June
i, 1941, it included 73 per cent of the great
Norwegian tanker fleet of 1,590,000 tons
and 60 per cent of the entire merchant fleet.
Even of the remaining 40 per cent chartered in the open market a considerable percentage operates on Empire lines through
the war zones, though outside the scheme.
This has meant not only a steady rise in
the hazard to Norwegian shipping, because
of increased war-zone operation. It has
meant also dwindling cash funds . Revenues
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nng: A Report
Reviewing tht hardships under which
their fleets are operating, facing ever greater
losses in men and ships, knowing that their
country is cut off from outside assistance,
that their King and government are in exile,
the Norwegians shrug and say: "This is
ERFORMANCE of Norwegian officers war , and war has always meant hardship
and seamen in the Battle of the Atlantic and sacrifice." They recognize that their
is in the tradition of their ancestral sagas. task will grow harder with passing months.
There was a period of several weeks during They face the increasing difficulty of adethe organization of the Mission before or- quate unblocked revenue. All repairs and
derly operation could be set up, and Norwe- replacements in the Wes tern Hemisphere
gian masters must have been at their wits' have to be paid from dollar revenues. When
end, under pressure from both Germany a ship comes in for repair, there is often a
and Britain. On May 18, however, Mr. long wait until repair facilities, parts reLorentzen, as head of the Mission, broadcast placements, and labor are available. A ship
a second call, asking aH masters to confirm: out of commission is "off hire," and during
"I hold my ship on behalf of the Royal the wait the ship is a dead loss.
Serious also is the loss of the whaling
Norwegian Government." There was a
moment's consternation when one message industry. Norway invented the whalingcame in beginning " I sold my ship"-but factory system and has long been first in the
this proved to be an error in the cable. whaling industry. This phase of Norwegian
There had been time for every master to shipping was an integral part of Norway's
weigh the odds-but every ship confirmed. economy. Now the gigantic floating factoThe record since is crammed with stories ries are scattered. Three are trading for
of heroic action. There is the group of five the British (they can be used as tankers),
ships in Goteborg, Sweden, that were secret- two are trading in the Western Hemily loaded with vital supplies for Britain, in- sphere, and four have been lost. More than
cluding chrome ore. One dark, foggy night half of the fast accompanying "catch boats"
last winter they slipped out into the Skager- have been armed and are used for patrol
rak and ran smack through the German duty. When.Norway moved out of the whalblockade to meet a British naval convoy, ing grounds, Japan moved in. Norwegians
which took them safely through the bombs feel there is evidence that the Japanese are
to Scotland-one of the_most daring-.exploits- using w.halers as.Juel~up.pl:y centers for Axis_
raiders and submarines. Furthermore, the
of the war.
There was the master of a 2,500-ton tramp Japanese are killing indiscriminately, and
caught in Calais during the evacuation with the Norwegians ask themselves whether
a batch of ammunition. He took on l, 100 there will be an industry left in Antarctic
refugees, including 100 French troops who waters when the wp.r ends.
forced their way aboard. With the ammunition still in the hold and the ship crawlORRIED though the Norwegians are
ing with humanity, the master threaded
about the future, it is the problems of
his way through the mine fields without the present that press. How long the exist·
benefit of pilot or degaussing belt to South- ing crews can stand the hardships is a quesampton and was immediately ordered back tion. Even the most magnificent morale
to France. And there was the captain who, will crack under too long bombardment.
stuck in a Norwegian port, endured forty- Human nerves have their fatigue point, like
six consecutive days of bombing before he metals, and for many that point has already
managed to get his battered ship to New been reached.
York. He has not been able to sail since.
· Yet there has been surprisingly little
Any crew operating in British waters labor trouble. Axis influence on Norwegian
must be prepared for sudden death. More crews has been checked. A disruptive Comthan a thousand men have been lost to munist-dominated Scandinavian seamen's
date. In English ports they are likely to be union has lost ground.
bombed. On the seas they risk mines, subAnother problem is the maintenance of
marines, surface raiders, bombers. And the sailors' families in Norway. Of course
from April g, 1940, the Norwegian seamen there is nothing at present to be done about
have been entirely cut off from home. For getting money home. Prior to the war the
more than a year they have been men with- large majority of Norwegian seamen particiout a country. Many do not know whether pated in a voluntary allotment plan, wheretheir families have food, or money to buy by a specified percentage of their wages was
it; some do not know whether their families deducted by the owner for transmittance to
are alive or dead. Thousands in the United families. Many of the men are still paying
Kingdom trade have been unable to send a percentage of their former allotments, but
or receive a letter in fourteen months. Even this, of course, is frozen until the end of
prisoners of war can communicate with the war.
their fam!lies-but not the Norwegian
In order 't o equalize bonuses among the
merchant seamen.
Allied seamen, as of July l, 1940, British
for schemed ships are paid in pound sterling and are available only for expenses
in Britain and Empire ports. Free dollars
are available solely from revenues derived
from ships outside the scheme.
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authorities set the figure at $25 a month, regardless of operating zones. From September, 1939· to Norway's entry as an active
ally, however, Norwegian ordinary seamen
in the danger zone were paid as much as
$150 per month bonus. The British equalization meant a drastic cut. An ironic twist
here was the fact that the Norwegian seamen in the peaceful trades were at that
time getting more than those in the danger
zone. Norwegian owners had for some time
been paying an "American allowance" or
special bonus to the former on the theory
that in the Western Hemisphere runs they
should have some compensation for being
so far from home. This situation has been
partially eased since September, 1940, when
shipping authorities added about $35 for
a one-way danger-zone trip and $70 for
the round trip.
THERE is a further problem on the horizon-the limited supply of qualified
officers and seamen. Even U.S. authorities
foresee material difficulty in obtaining suffident crews to man the seized Axis ships and
the new bottoms that will be coming off the
ways within the next several months. Many
shipping men anticipate the not-too-distant
day when operators will be bidding openly
for labor-if wages are not fixed. Otherwise,
as in the past, it will inevitably gravitate to
the man who pays the highest wage. There
i.s..already a striking disparit71-in Norw~ian,
British, and American scales. An ablebodied seaman on a U.S. merchant ship
today gets $go a month as base pay against
$45 to $so on British and Norwegian ships.
The really insoluble problems, however,
are those that revolve around present replacements. There is no answer to the shortage of Diesel engineers. It takes long training to qualify a Diesel man. Engineers,
therefore, may be called on to make trip
after trip, doing overtime tricks in that most
dangerous spot on a torpedoed or mined
vessel-below decks, in the engine room.
Little can be done for these men, or
indeed any of the personnel, where nerves
are overstrained by prolonged bombardment or service without rest. Immigration
laws restrict their stopovers in the U .S.,
and there is no rest in Britain. It has been
possible to transfer some of them for "vacations" to the ships in the "Sunshine
Trade," i.e., in the Western Hemisphere.
But as the number of Norwegian ships on
these runs dwindles, this relief is increasingly rare. A rest home has been established in
Nova Scotia, where both officers and men,
as they can be spared, may recuperate from
overs train.

ORWEGIAN ships have certain special
N
hazards in the convoy problem. No
iconvoy is faster than its slowest ship. Dieselpowered Norwegian bottoms are built for

cruising speeds of thirteen, fourteen, and
fifteen knots, have top speeds of eighteen
and nineteen knots. In the ponderous convoys, moving along at eight or ten knots
at best, the fast ships undergo terrific strain
on motors. This means periodic check-ups
for each ship and often imperative need of
repair facilities. Lately the fast Norwegian
ships have been allowed to run it alone,
counting on speed and guns to get them
through.

A ND there are the rumors. Added to-

r\. gether, they sound like profiteering.

per cent of her ocean-going fleet was under
ten years old. Now after twenty-one months
over a third of Norway's empire is gone.

One hears that Norwegians are making
money hand over fist, with enormous bank
balances piling up. One hears 1that NorUT that is war, and Norway can take
it. With 60 per cent of her fleet already
wegians are holding out for higher charter
rates, which they can get because of the schemed to Britain and at work in the danshipping scarcity, and that it is for this ger zone, it is understandable that Norreason they fight transfer to the danger wegians, in spite of the current pressure
zone. As a matter of fact, both dlollar and from the British Government and the U .S.
pound balances are piling up. But the to vacate the nonwar routes, look with dismoney is used by the Mission to meet the may on further transfer. It is tr ue that the
ADDED to all the inevitable difficulties costs of maintaining a free Norway-oper- stake is huge; if Britain is defeated, fre e
rl. of wa:rtime operation are those that ating costs of the ships, support of legations, Norway will not survive. There seems to be
might be eliminated. To a nation gambling charges on Norway's foreign debit, support no question but that further ships are
its whole stake, these are peculiarly exas- of armed forces like the air force now train- needed in the North Atlantic run at once.
perating. Even in times of peace the margin ing in Canada. Whatever may be left is des- Though there is some Allied shipping
of profit in shipping lies in the speed of tined for the rebuilding of Norway. Legally (Dutch, Greek, etc.) as yet unschemed, the
the turnaround. An idle ship not only makes all this money belongs to the shipowners only others that could be diverted effecno money, but loses it very fast. Now, when but this is a highly theoretical considera- tively to stop the gap are U .S. ships or
top speed iis necessary in transporting sup- tion; a future government might merely British ships still trading on peaceful routes.
Until the Neutrality Act, which forbids
plies to the Allies, time wasted in red tape issue tax receipts in exchange.
is disheartening. Complaint is sometimes
As for charter rates : schemed vessels get our ships to operate in the war zone, is
made of the proverbial British inability to the uniform charter rates provided for by amended or repealed, U.S. ships can subget things done expeditiously. Moreover, the British agreement with all participants stitute for ships of the belligerents only in
in British ports where the blackout pro- in the scheme. Unschemed tramps until peaceful areas, among them the "Sunshine
hibits night work, loading and unloading lately have been getting what the traffic Trade." British ships in peaceful trade is
are often delayed. And convoys bring in· would bear. Today all Norwegian shipping another question. Americans as well as Nornumbers of ships together, forcing them to entering U.S. ports is charging rates ap- wegians have asked why a greater proportion of Britain's fleet is not used in the
wait their turn at the docks regardless of proved by the Maritime Commission.
With the Norwegians it is true that the Atlantic.
value of cargo or speed of the particular
ship. Meantime there is no delay in the question of further transfer of the ships
T HAS been estimated by shipping exinto the danger zones as part of the scheme
Luftwaffe's bombers.
perts that on the basis of known factors
Arming merchant ships for North At- is a major issue. But here we ~ 1touch the
- =---lafit:ic-w-0rk-haS"-aeeILan.eth@:r::hearl!k@aker. new_e.;(;eiJ..tei:-amon-g-all --he.:probk ms-..o! he. the curve of Allied tonnage will con tin.w=Norwegian ships have been schemed in Norwegian merchant fleet-its ultimate fate . to drop sharply until June, 1942 , by which
batches while in Western Hemisphere From the days of the Vikings, shipping has time, with British and U.S. shipbuilding
waters. They proce«!d simultaneously to overshadowed every phase of political, so- facilities nearing full swing, it should start
to level off, and thereafter begin slowly to
Halifax to be armed. While they are on cial, and economic life in Norway.
Norway without her ships would be like rise. The crucial time in the battle to hold
their way, authorities in Halifax wire Ottawa for authorization, Ottawa cables Lon- England without her empire. Norway's the supply lines until 1942 is now; ever y
don, and then begins a long involved merchant fleet is her empire. It was the ton of available shipping must be thrown
unwinding of red tape there. Finally Lon- ships that saved the country from famine into the breach, and there are still some
don cables authorization back to Ottawa, during the unrestricted submarine cam- . 1,300,000 tons of unschemed Norwegian
it is relayed to Halifax, and work begins-if paign of 1917. And during the war years shipping. But whereas Britain faces the
necessary materials are at hand. The process the shipping industry paid more than three- same hazards in the North Atlantic as Norhas been known to take as long as fourteen fifths of all the direct taxes of the country. way, the predictable downward curve of
days-the equivalent of one fast trip across Although she was a neutral to the end, the over-all Allied tonnage is eased by "replacewith a desperately needed cargo.
war cost her a staggering 49 per cent of her ments." These can come from four sources :
"When ships are held up like this," said ships. Insurance gave the industry a nest egg captured tonnage, shipbuilding in Great
one official, " they are no good to the United with which to begin to rebuild. For in peace Britain, building for Britain in the U .S.,
States, Great Britain, or Norway. They are as well as in war, the fleet is her mainstay. and transfer of vessels from the U .S.-her
a real help to Germany. It's enough to tear During the early 193o's, when both Great own and those seized from Axis powers and
the heart out of shipping men-even were Britain and the U.S. had given up in the occupied countries. These replacem ents are
it in peacetime."
face of the depression, the Norwegians took of immense importance in the total picture.
And finally there is the straw that breaks advantage of low costs to builld, build, But they do not help Norway, which has no
the camel's back. The British cannot dis- build. Over most of those years revenue replacements coming from any source whatclose the whereabouts of their vessels, from the shipping industry wiped out a $70 soever. Norway comes out of the war with
schemed and unschemed, to their: allies. million average annual trade deficit. Nor- what is left of the ships with which she
This policy is understandable; but tqere way faced September, 1939, wi1th a fleet went in, and nothing else. True, there will
is no worse heartache for a shipping man of 4,900,000 gross tons-exceeded only by be the insurance indemnities in the Bank
than not to know about his ships. One Britain, the U.S., and Japan. This in a of England-but who can say what the
owner did not learn until two months country of less than three million people. pound will be worth in a postwar world?
after that one of his ships had been sunk In quality her fleet outranked all others. There are many who feel today, however,
in the wair zone. Another is still looking Sixty-four per cent were modern motor that if she does not come out of the war
for one of his captains to break the news vessels as against 24 per cent for Great with a nucleus of her fleet Nor way will
to him that his wife and father have died Britain. Her tankers, two-fifths of the entire never regain her proud and independent
in Norway.
fleet, were the world's finest lot. And 45 position in a civilized world.
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